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IN HIS ANNUAL REPORT for the year 1948-i949, which 
is ix-ing released this month, President DuBi-idge 

remarks that "this year has been one of normal steady 
progress without either spectacular new (i~veiopment!- 
or difficult crises."' 

ever~heless .  the reports from the chaiimen of the 
various divisions on research conducted during: the year. 
make some of this normal steady progress seem pretty 
spectacular after all.  

Though it is obviously Impossible lo make even a 
curaory listing of ail the research projects which were 
unclerway at the institute last year. it is at least pertinent 
to noie a few of the more impressive accomplishments 
of each tiivision during the year. 

Here. then, in the following pages, are some of the 
highlights from the reports of the divisions on research 
in progress-and progress in research-at the Institute 
hi 1948-1949. 

@ A Divssi~x O K  BIOLOGY might seem to be the least 
promising of all  places in which to learn about inclbs- 
trial air poilntarits. But the biologist has been forced 
to develop methods by which minute amounts of various 
chemical substances can be studied. Vitamins.. hormones 
and other hioiogically active snIxstance?i uften produce 
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significant, changes in living things in amounts as low 
as one millionth of an ounce per individual per day. 
rhe  result h a  been the development of laboratories of 
microanalysis In ivhich routine analyses are made with 
incredibly small quantities of material* 

The Institute has in its Biology Division such a 
laboratory---.under the supervision of Professor A, J. 
aagen-Smit ,  i t  was therefore not really renisrk3ble 
at all that the Los Angeles Couuiy Air Pollution Con- 
trol District should t m  to him for assistance in de- 
termining just what are the dangerous and annoying 
eye-irritanis in local smog. In an amazingly short lime 
Professor Haagen-Smit tracked down the offending sub- 
stances and idenlified them as organic peroxides-- 
carbon-containing compounds related to the familiar 
hydrogen peroxide of the corner drug .Â¥store These are 
known products of the burning of hydrocarbons. While 
t bioiogy laboratories are not designed to do such 
purely public service work  the Divisio~j i s  proud to 
contribute io public we! fare when its facilities are neces- 
sary because of uniqueness arid when the problem is 
in ohvio'ua and urgent need of solution. 

; / I  enli'call? Induced Gene Mu fations 

in  1865 [he Austrian monk Gregor Mendel postulated 
the existence of units of inheritance that we now know 
as genes. After lying dormant for 35 years his theory 
was revived and developed with swat  vigor in both 
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Europe ami Amen'i"';~, After t h ~  rtsclii^f-wvcry, it was soou 
learned that genes are nudahir. that is, that they sud- 
denly become permanently modified so as to modify 
the character of tile inclividuais of a plant or animal 
species that inherit the changed gene from its parents. 
Rut for man? years-nutil 1926 in fact-it' was thought 
that gene miitatioijs \*PLY just accidents, beyond the 
control of man. 

In 1926. Professor Herman J. Muller. [hen of the 
University of Texas and a f o n w r  student of Thomas 
IIunt Morgan; made kc- important discovery that X-rays 
could increase tbc frequency of gene mutations a hundred 
f or  more. At once a new field of investigaticm was 
opent~L How do X-rays procIut:e this effect '2 What OI-1x1- 
high euprgy radiation s i i i  act similarly-? Can nuitaiions 
be produced h> cheniical treatments? Advances at first 
seemed rapid and spectacular. The so-called '"direct 
h h\ yothesis of radiadou-induced gene mutations was 
proposed and appeared to he supported by many ex- 
perimenta! facis. ? i  postulates that a:? a result of absorp- 
tion of ei'icrg in 8 gene a direct chemical modification 
is produced. 

ithin the past few years the powhig doubts as to 
 he con-ecinm of i l i ~  dirwt hi[ theory %ere strengthened wn chirman 4 [h, ~ h f ~ ~  ni i ,S~OII  
\*hen Stone, Wyss and Haah of the Iiniversi~y of Texas 
foul14 that certain type> of mutations are induced in 
bacteria if  a culture medium in which they art- grown axsly highly tjcsirahle t i ,  push !lie work 
it. irradiated n i l h  utlraviolet prior tu adding the bacteria Mr. Dickey (,now Doctor Dickev) was awarded a Novca 
to the medium. For several reason5 peroxide formatif~i~: Fellowship by [he Division of Chemistry with the under- 
was ,si~pected as 21 factor in this mutation production. $tanding a part of his time would be devoted to 

At this point in the "tory t w o  graduate students at studies on the mechanisms by which chemical mutagen? 
[he Insiiiiite entered. They were Frank H. Dickey and produce kheir effects on genes. Technical and 
George Clelanci, both at the time candidate? for the laboratory facilities for &is work are currently being 
Ph.D. degree with majors in organic chemistry and supplied in Kerckhoff Laboratories hv the Biology 
m i n o ~ s  i n  genetics. During the war Mr, Dickey worked Division. 
with organic pen'xides and berame an authority on Dickey's peroxide theory of gene-mutation may well 
tliem, On theoretical grounds he believed that induced prove to be an nutstanding example of p m p e s s  in 
m t a i i o n s  in general - - -those produced by direct irradi- standing l ivhg  systems through collaboration of diernis- 
3tiou.t of ~ b ?  organism, those resulting ITOIII irradiated and bioIoOT. ~t is certainly an example of how the 
medium, a? \%ell a s   tho^ resulting from mustard gases on an important biological problem can he 
----could be [lie ~ . i i i l l  of  organic peroxides as niukagenic assisjcd liv collaboration such as is eiicouraged hy $he 
iniermediaries. Joilit Chemistry-BioIogy research program at the Insti- 

As p ' a d ~ a t c  btudents. Dickey and Cleland carried tiire+ 
(nit a wries of experimental test3 of the Dickey peroxide 
theory, The I-esults were so promising lhat it was ohvi- f ' l f i f - 5  ~ t ~ ~ r c h  

Viruses are important to man because ihey produce 
many serious diseases i n  him and in the plants and 
animals on which he depends directly or indirectly. 'Out 
the fact that many viruses produce diseases of direct 
significance in man's existence is not the only reason 
for learning about them. They represent the simplest 
systems known to possess the properties of self-multi- 
plicatioil and mutations, izvo fundaiiientally sigmficarit 
characteristics of ati things that Jive, Like genes. the 
units of self-multiplication and mutation of higher 
plant.? and animals- viruses are composed of giant 
nucleoprotein molecules. 

t the Institute two viruseh are being studied, lohacco 
mosaic virus, which is the first virus to be isolated in 
pure crystalline form ( b y  WeridcH Stanley in 19.37) : 
and a virus  thai attacks and kills the colon-bacillus. 
The latter is known a s  a bacteriophage or bacterial 
virus, 

Several plienomena of significance in bacterial 
virology are rurs~mtij  being investigated at the Insti- 
lute awl elsewhere. One of these is the production of 
recombination typc3b \\lien two related viruses infect 
a single bacterial cell. This ha:s been extensively studied 
by Doctor A.. Do Hershey who spent the first half of 

L i n n s  Paulivg. CY/zuii-man of die Division of C h e m i s ~ y  91'8 at the institute. It is found that permanent 
and Chemical Ens,ineeri~zg recomlwiation i y p ~  are found in definite proportions; 
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indicating that the bacterial virus contains units like 
the genes of higher plants and animals and that there 
is some recornbination mechanism, possibly involving 
a primitive form of sexual reproduction. A similar 
conclusion is reached by Dr. S. E. Luria of Indiana 
University who finds Aat viruses inactivated with ultra- 
violet radiation may he reactivated if two or more 
viruses, each inactive if adsorbed singly by a bacterium, 
simultaneously infect a single bacterial cell* 

Dr. Albert Kelner of the Long Island Biological 
Association Laboratory at Cold Spring Harbor, Long 
Island. New York. discovered during the past year that 
certain bacterial spores inactivated with ultraviolet radi- 
ation can be reactivated with visible light. This re- 
markable finding was very soon extended to bacterial 
viruses by Doctor Renato Dulbecco of Indiana Vni- 
versify, and to Neurospora asexual spores by Mr. Albert 
Siege], a graduate student at the Institute. Doctor D L ~ -  
becco will continue his studies of photoreactivation of 
bacterial viruses clurirsg the academic year 1949-50 in 
the laboratories of Professor Delbriick. Such studies 
may well provide entirely new clue:' as lo how living 
systems are constructed and how they operate. 

SPECIAL MENTION may be made of two discoveries. 
the discovery of a method of manufacture of specific 
adsorbents, and the discovery that a certain disease is 
a disease of a molecule, the hemoglobin molecule, rather 
than a cellular disease. 

Frank H. Dickey, DuPont Felio-w in Chemistry, who 
received his Ph.D. degree in June 1949. made an h- 
portant: contribution to t h e  general technique of chro- 
matographic analysis when he discovered a way of 
preparing specific adsorbents to order. The technique of 
chromatoerapllic analysis, in which. Professor Laszlo 
Zechrneister is a leading authority, is very useful for 
h e  separation of substances from complex mixtures. 
It is especially useful in the investigation of natural 
products. 

In applying this technique a substance such as silica 
gel is packed into a glass tube and a solution of the 
mixture to he separated Is poured over the column of 
adsorbent and then developed by the passage of ad- 
ditional solvent through the column. The different sub- 
stances in the mixture are absorbed with different 
strengths to the silica gel. and accordingly move (town 
the column at different rates. 

A difficuky in applying this technique is that it is 
not always possible to find an adsorbent that has the 
power of hoiding the substance in which one is inter- 
erted more strongly than other substances. Dr. Dickey 
found that by preparing silica gel in the presence of 
a particular substance, and titen afterward removing tlw 
iiibstance by treatment with a solvent, the silica gel 
made in this way lias a special power of attractinuthat 
particular substance, and can accordingly be aged to 
separate that substance from others. He found that i t  
was possible to increase the power of adsorption of 
.silica pi made in this special way for a particular 
substance hy as much as 20-fold by the applicatioi'! 
of this technique. It is likely that this discovery will 
lead to many important advances. 

r i n g  the past three years Dr. Harvey Itano. a~ 
present I .  S. Public Health Service Fellow hi Chemistry 
and formerly American Chemical Society Fellow, has 
been studying the d isea~e sickle-cell anemia, in col- 

laboration v^ ilh Professor Lhiu5 Pau i ing. This  disease 
is rei-iponsible for about 10.000 deaths each year. and 
no satisfactory tlierapeutic treatment is at present avail- 
able. 

During the past year Dr. Itano and Dr. S. JL  Singer 
< I".  S. Public Health Service Fellow I discovered that the 
hemoglobin contained in the red ccils of patients will's this 
disease is different from ordinary human hemoglobin. 
in respect to its chemical composition and its electrical 
charge. It seems to be this difference in the nature of the 
hemoglobin molecule (which is determined hy geuetic 
factors) that is responsible for the symptoms of the 
disease. This is ihe first time that am' adult human 
hemoglobin didcrent from [he normal heinogiohin has 
heen found. The im estimation of sickle-cell anemia 
hemoglobin is being coittimied. in the hope that infor- 
mation may be obtained which cau be iised in developing 
a therapeutic treatment of the disease. 

IN RESEARCH, the principal inrrease in cfTort has 
been the study of the response of b ~ i l d k g  sirnctiires 
to earthquakes. This work has  In:cu implemented by 
a contract: with the O&R of Naval Rehear& for a syste- 
made analysis of seismogram3 obtained on a nationwide 
basis by [he V. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey. The response 
of arbitrary building structures to these earthquakes 
i s  to be analyzed with the  institute*^ Analog Computer. 
This work is the first large-scale sysicmaiic study of 
i s  type, 

Mechanical Engineering 

RESEARCH n rapid loading of materials is continu- 
ing under sponsorship of the Office of Maval Kesearcli. 
The bii ial  project for study of the axial flow corn- 
pressor. which has been under way for hvo years, as 
an ONR contract, has led to a final report and the 
work is to be contimseri under conts'aet extension &rough 
1950. 

Civil funi Mechanical Enghieerins and ~eronautics 
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Hydrodynamics 

@ 1\ T H  K ~ - ~ ' D K O D V > A M ~ C S  I, I B O R V F O R ~  fundamental 
work in cavitation has been of primary interest in lhf' 
water tunnel and in particular in studies of robatin": 
channels, This {alter work is producing results of 
fundamental significanc'c to deisigncbrs t^i" centrifugai 
tm-bkcs and pumps. 

The oiudies at the Ayusa Jaboratory on the Guam 
Harbor model have been co~npiei:e(jL and this program 
has bwÃ extended to iriciiuie fundamental studies of 
arbitrary shapes and inlets to establish design wiferia 
for harbor work:-., 

The Soil Conservatjos: Laboratory, which has heeu 
inactive during the past Fear. will provide facilities; 
for work ou a new cuntraci wi th  the Office of ^la\ai 
e s e a r c h  on the genera! subject of fluid transport, of 
particdalc matter, 

Applied Mechanics 

@ UMLSER AS ARIVH K Y G ~ E E R  CORPS coittrart funcia- 
mental studies have been in progress 431s soil rompac- 
lion by vibration. 'VieihocL have been rievelopcd for 
measm'eaient of static and dynamic physical properties 
of aeolotropie granular media, Concurrent theoretical 
work ot) su rh  rteolotropic media hat, materially acl- 
lanced ih r  analyiit-at approach to flip soil cornpartion 
probien'i and  is about go be correlated with the ex- 
pedriiental data. 

heore / icu l  Fluid Ma' /n /n i~~ . s - -  The finuiamei ital is)- 
\ o:-.tigation of  the nialhematica! foundations of viscous 
compresfiihle f t o ~ v  ( spon-iored h j  the Office of ,\ava! 
e s e a r c h  ) continue3 as one of the nwbt siiguijiicaiit of the 
department';? aviivities, 

Chester Stock. Cha?'r?r/ar: of the Division of ihe 
Geological Sciences 
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E/ast/c?'/y. Mechanics of Solids, and Structures--A 
1ropa.m of fundamental research on the anah1si.s 
problems of thin, swept- aircraft wings, sponsored by 
the Air Force, is beirsgcontinued. An experimental 
investigation of a promisinginew type of metal sand- 
vvich construction was carried out under contract with 
ihe Bureau of Aeronautics. And research programs 
were continued on the fatigue properties of aircraft ma- 
terials, loads in aircraft landinggcars, and on the plas- 
ticity of aluminum alloys. 

@ THE SHIFT I N  EMPHASrS from applied research and 
development work lo basic engineering research contin- 
ued steadily through the year. An example of an out- 
standing practical application toward which the Jet 
Propulsion L a b o r a ~ o r ~  has contributed is the Bumper- 
WAC. a two-stage vehicle Â¥whic attained 250 miles 
altitude when fired at White Sands Proving Grounds, 
Sew Mexico. The research program for 1948-1949 has 
covered : 

PropelI~~t~ts-The pliysical properties and performance 
of both solid and liquid propellants. its well as the 
kinetic;-; of their combustion, have been studied. For 
example. l iquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen have been 
operated In a regeneratively cooled rocket for the first 
hme, 

Materials -The study of porous metals for "sweat 
cooling" has been. continued to the point where large- 
scale fabrication for specific applications can he under- 
taken. And the im estimation of refractory oxides suitable 
for rocket liners has been extended to some of the ni- 
trates. for which suitable methods of pressing and sin- 
terms are heinusought. A i w v  program of considerable 
promise is the study of titanium and its compounds as 
tiructural materials. 

Cotri/?z/,stion Several large-scale phenomenological 
studies of combustion in burners have been completed 
r i g  the year. These studies have led LO an imder- 
standing: of the practical, empirical limitations that thr 
combustion process imposes on flameholders, bjectorh 
and ramjets. 

Heat Transfer --  Progress has been made in under- 
standing the process of cooling by a hotling fluid at high 
heat flux densities. Bubble growth and collapse have been 
photographed with a very high-speed camera using a 
Ken- cell shutter. 

Fluid Dynamics - In the field of hydraulics, studies 
have been made of [he pressure losses in helical coils 
and of the phenomena of jet atomization into low-pres- 
>lire chambers. 

@ Dl K I N G  T H E  Y E A R  C. F. Richter began a study of the 
seismograms of the Desert Hot Springs earthquake (near 
Palm S p r i n g )  of December 4. 1948. Shortly after the 
earthquake instruments were instailed at Desert Hot 
Springs to obtain records from two points situated close 
to the epicenters; which, in addition to records from 
eight permanent stations, promise ko supply imporiani 
data on the location of the aftershocks, as well as on 
the change iu position of epicenter and depth of these 
shocks with time. 

The work on rock creep by Dr. H u p  Benioff. which 
beean as an  attempt to delemine the origin of after- 
shocks, has been expanded considerably during the year. 
With regard to aftershocks, i n s  results appear to show 
that these are, in fact, produced by elastic afterworking 
of the fault rocks. 




